Are you wondering how you can make a difference?

Fundraising for our programs helps continue providing support to immigrants most at need. It also helps us increase our aid when needed.

If you’re interested in hosting a fundraiser for Border Angels, follow these easy steps:

Let us know about your idea! We love to hear about the creative fundraising ideas you have! Fill out a simple form on the link below:
Fundraising Form

Tag us in your social media posts.
We’ll share on our social media!
Instagram: @borderangelsofficial
Twitter: @Border_Angels
Facebook: @BorderAngels

Some Fundraising Examples:
This year we have seen so many creative ideas, like:
- Birthday donations instead of gifts
- Trivia nights
- Artist auctions
- Bake Sales
- T-shirt and other clothing sales
- Virtual concerts
- Classes/memberships for sale, such as, yoga, dance classes, etc.

Other suggestions when posting:
Avoid using profanity (If profanity is used we won't be able to share it on our social media)
Encourage your followers to visit our social media pages and website
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BorderAngels
Instagram: @borderangelsofficial
Twitter: @Border_Angels
www.borderangels.org

Use your fundraiser to educate and bring awareness about Immigration and our programs

We suggest using the following hashtags:
#BorderAngels
#AngelesDeLaFrontera
#FamiliasReunidas
#WaterDrop
#BorderAngelsWaterDrop
#HumanitarianAid
#MigrantRights
#BlackMigrantsMatter
#FreeThemAll

Keep us informed!
Send us an update on your fundraiser and reach out if you have any questions.

Send your donation!
We accept donations through a few different platforms – choose whichever makes sense for you.

All donations

Mailing a check or money order
Payable to “Border Angels”
2258 Island Ave, San Diego Ca 92102

Website: https://www.borderangels.org/donate.html
Venmo: @border-angels
Paypal: paypal.me/borderangels

Bond Fund Donations
Border Angels is a non-profit organization that advocates for human rights, immigration reform, and social justice, with a special focus on issues related to the U.S./Mexican border.

Our vision is a country where no person has to suffer and where the rights of the most vulnerable are respected and protected.

Our Mission
Border Angels promotes a culture of love through advocacy, education, by creating a social consciousness, and engaging in direct action to defend the rights of migrants and refugees.

Our History

Border Angels was established in 1986 and initially focused on helping farmworker migrants that were living in the canyons of North San Diego County. Since then, our work has expanded to include humanitarian work along the entire US-Mexico border.

Our Programs

Water Drop Program

Tu Vida Vale - a message of love in every gallon

Border Angels has left thousands of gallons of water in the desert along paths most commonly traveled by migrants. Due to the implementation of Operation Gatekeeper, one of the US government’s most inhumane border enforcement policies, has caused the death of more than 11,000 migrants. Thousands of daughters, sons, mothers, fathers, spouses and friends have died, the main cause being dehydration. Many more have gone missing and their remains are still yet to be found. Our team leads trained volunteers into the California desert and mountains to leave water in the desert to give migrants a chance of survival.

We placed over 1200 gallons along several desert routes.

We also placed high protein canned food, emergency blankets, socks, beanies, etc.

Our water drop team visited the desert every weekend.

Due to COVID, our team used smaller teams, but were in the desert three times more often.

We picked up half a ton of trash from the desert.

Along with leaving life saving water and essentials for migrants to survive.
Love has no borders 🧡

Through our Shelter Aid Program we provide support to various migrant shelters in Tijuana, Baja California, Mexico. We provide funding to help cover the cost of rent, utilities, shelter construction projects and food for shelter residents. The need in Tijuana is significant and many shelters depend on donations to continue being able to provide life-saving services. This support has become more crucial to migrant survival and well-being during the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic has limited cross border travel and most organizations that previously worked in Tijuana, such as faith-based organizations and our own Caravans of Love have been completely halted, leaving families without the donations that they once relied on. We have been able to help fund projects like medical attention and water stations the expansion of Roca de Salvación shelter, and the purchase of various appliances that make our migrant families more sufficient. Without this assistance, many shelters would have had to close their doors.

We purchased over 20 appliances for migrant shelters.

We provided our supported shelters with the funding to purchase stoves, fridges, washers and dryers!

Over 900 migrants assisted daily.

We provided food, rent, utility payments, groceries hygiene products and so much more for thousands of migrants at 15 different shelters.

A Border Angels funded shelter expansion.

We helped build an expansion at one of our supported shelters in order to give them more space and room for COVID quarantining.

Donate today!
Day Laborer Outreach

A Labor of Love ❤️

The term “day laborer” is one applied to individuals that search for work in construction and landscaping project-based work. It is common to see workers outside of large home supply and construction stores (such as Home Depot and Lowe’s) waiting to see if they will be hired for the day in helping people with construction and landscaping projects. This community of workers is often overlooked by our society at large. Many day laborers are undocumented and/or homeless, and are often subject to discrimination.

With this program we visit these sites and provide them with food, water, clothes and hygiene products. For many this is their first meal of the day. Our program’s goal is to provide moral and emotional support, and to document their stories. We also provide free immigration and employee rights consultations to those in need.

WE DISTRIBUTED OVER 700 CARE PACKAGES TO DAY LABORERS

These care packages include face masks, snacks, hygiene products, hand sanitizers, neon tshirts, etc.

PARTNERED WITH CHULA VISTA FOOD SERVICE

Chula Vista Food Service has provided us with and provided fresh produce to add to our care packages.

FYLERS, RED CARDS, AND LEGAL ASSISTANCE

We provide day laborers with various flyers and cards to protect their rights as workers, including free legal clinics.

DONATE TODAY!
Green Cards
For Kids

Green Cards for kids

Every child, especially those that have been neglected or abused, deserves the right to guaranteed protection.

This program provides legal representation to migrant children currently in custody of Riverside County seeking Special Immigrant Juvenile Status (SIJS). Special Immigrant Juvenile Status, is a pathway to a green card (also known as a legal permanent residence) for children that have been abused, abandoned or neglected by one or both of their parents. We have partnered with immigration attorney Fabiola Navarro who will provide legal representation to ensure that these children receive the legal protections they deserve!

WE HAVE STARTED LEGAL PROCEEDINGS FOR 10 MINORS SO FAR

With your help, these children will be the first in our program to receive Green Cards!

IN 2020 ALONE, THERE WERE 10,779 MINORS PLACED IN CUSTODY OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Many of them qualify for SIJS and with this program they will become legal permanent residents.

OUR ATTORNEY

This program provides the representation of attorney Fabiola Navarro.

DONATE TODAY!
Helping end family separation, one family at a time 💖

The Familias Reunidas bond fund was launched in December 2019 with the goal of supporting those being held in ICE detention centers due to their lack of funds to post bond. We strive to raise awareness of the complex immigration system that disproportionately affects migrants of color. We posted our first bond January 7th, and since then our fund has helped over 60 migrants and asylum seekers.

WE HAVE HELPED MIGRANTS FROM OVER 16 DIFFERENT COUNTRIES!

Including Cameroon, Haiti, Nicaragua, Mexico, Guatemala, China, and so many more!

WE HAVE FREED OVER 60 PEOPLE FROM IMMIGRATION DETENTION.

Through this program, we have been able to reunite over 60 asylum seekers with their families.

AN INCLUSIVE PROGRAM FOR ALL

Our Bond Program seeks to be as inclusive as possible and assists members of the LGBTQ+ community, victims of abuse, disabled people.

DONATE TODAY!